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Grow your success

GROW YOUR
SUCCESS

Global design to re enhance the full potential
of our clients.

We are a design agency located in the heart of
Barcelona, we collaborate with our clients to create
unique products and experiences for their customers, enhancing and reinforcing internal creativity.
We were born as Perspectiva and continue growing
as Minnim design
Our beginnings were focused on creating products
based on a strategic with a sharp design.
Our goal was to offer added value to the final user
and, at the same time, to boost our client’s growth
and differentiation from the competition.
These first steps laid the foundations of an outstanding and recognized company with international
design awards such as Red Dot or Wima awards,
KbbReview Awards, among others.
After 10 years of work and due to a natural evolution,
Minnim design has grown at all levels, including its
services. We have gone from designing products
to creating complex bidirectional ecosystems, the

so-called IoT or connected products. We have entered a new era where the product goes beyond the
mere “product”, today they have intelligence, they
communicate with other products, capture data,
improve the user experience, offer recommendations, in short, they are smarter. And not only that,
they also involve consumers in the modification and
growth of the product through digitization.

COMPLEX ECOSYSTEMS

Technological design
experts.
Our ecosystems meet our clients’ expectations and
captivate end users with unique experiences.
The value of our projects stems from the quality of
our team, together with its great talent and its own
method evolved during these 15 years.
The proof of this satisfaction is in the trust of leading
and pioneering companies from different sectors.
Thanks to them we have evolved to become a company with a unique DNA, specialized in the creation
of complex ecosystems.

Bidirectional ecosystems allow us to be in permanent contact
with our consumers/customers, sharing their experiences and
offering them in real time what they need or want to.
Co-creation.
We promote innovation through co-creation solutions with
Start-Up’s or companies where we act as a design and technological partner with the aim of carrying out successful projects
and sharing their commercialization through joint ventures.
International.
Minnim design is based in Barcelona, in a unique environment
to nurture the sense and design the best products and ecosystems for our customers. Minnim design is currently present in
Europe, South America and North America, with offices in São
Paulo and Madrid.

IoT.
Markets have moved from manufacturing products to creating much more advanced ecosystems.
These ecosystems generate much more elevated
experiences in order to captivate and satisfy their Team.
consumer. With the digital revolution, the world is The main asset of our company is in the people and their talent.
moving away from designing products with a very Minnim design is formed by a multicultural professional team
specific function to making a product that talks to with experience and talent in various areas of expertise. A team
others. We are facing a global connectivity where it created during 15 years of trajectory, which balances experiis possible to collect and analyze user experience ence and ambition, and works with a common goal: excellence.
data, and even recommend new related experiences to the user (BigData, global services, improve
experiences, business analytics, AI...).This ability
to communicate with other elements gives the company more knowledge about its customers creating a
framework of mutual benefit and a shared network.
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CASE STUDY
Client: Cata / El Celler de Can Roca

ECOSISTEM ROCOOK

Project: Rocoock

Integrated solution consisting of an
induction plate, a sensor, a temperature
probe and an iOS /Android application.
From the application you can consult
recipes, the ingredients necessary for
its preparation and then send it to the
induction plate.
The probe + sensor set monitors the
temperature of the cooking medium and
the inside of the food, allowing the user to
follow the recipe remotely from the app.
Tasks performed include industrial
d e s i g n , e n g i n e e r i n g , e l e c t ro n i c
engineering, UX design and UI design.
The application communicates with
theCloud via http protocol and with the
board and probe/sensor assembly via
Bluetooth.
http://www.rocook.com/es/

The most comfortable way to get
into haute cuisine:
discover recipes,
order their elaboration and delight
yourself with the
result.

EXPERTISE

Strateg y | 2004
This is one of the most important areas
when we talk about new ecosystems, it is
in this area where we generate opportunity
scenarios.
We help our clients to set strategies based
on the opportunities detected to increase
competitiveness and differentiation. It is
here where we are able to draw the new
ecosystem.

Changes in purchasing and use behavior.
Future scenarios modeling.
New business models implementation.
Generational evolution, evaluation and
future viability.
Applying value through technological
application.
Generation of particular ecosystems.
Realization and execution plan.

Industrial Design | 2004
It is the most visible area of our company and
where we have obtained the most awards
and recognitions.
For our clients, industrial design is a strategic axis and an aspect we are committed to.
Sometimes, design becomes a “commodity”, some companies stop the process here,
but this axis must be expanded and seek differentiation in other complementary areas,
such as in the technological application or
in the experience through the APP.
Products have gone from being functional
to being emotional, to talk to users, to be
proactive, industrial design is in another
dimension.

Understanding where we come from
will help us design the right product to
achieve success where we want to go.
Our profiles in this area are diverse, with
product designers, automotive designers,
experience and space designers.
Definition of the strategic framework for
design. Industrial design
Product and family design.
Research of innovative materials to create value.
Realistic models for commercial areas.
Concept testing.

Engineering & Industrial Development | 2004
This area is closely linked to product design
and is made up of mechanical, electro-mechanical and design engineers.
The main focus is on the research and realization of mechanical solutions and technical
product development to ensure their performance and quality with adequate costs.

Realization of mechanisms, mechanical
or electro-mechanical.
Engineering of parts and assemblies.
Dynamic / static finite number simulation.
Moldflow analysis.
Realization of final documentation for
2D&3D manufacturing.
Realization of prototypes, test, functional, realistic or realistic functional.
Realization of pre-series silicone molds.
Realization of prototype molds.
Production of serial molds.

Hardware & Firmware | 2010
In this area we give intelligence to our
designs.
Thanks to our telecommunications, electronics and software engineers, we make
our solutions go beyond a visual design and
generate a unique and beneficial experience.
Minnim design has been applying technology to its solutions since 2010 as long as they
have a real value in the market.

Control PCB’s, communication PCB’s,
etc.
Software engineering.
Identification of mature technology.
Technology implementation.
Realization of cloud/server architecture.
Final documentation for manufacturing.
Prototyping, functional testing.
Production of PCB’s pre-series.
Production of series.

EXPERTISE

Digital | 2011
Here we generate the applications that will
communicate with our entire ecosystem.
Our digital designers and programmers in
Android and iOS systems are able to design
interfaces where everything the user needs
is visualized in detail.
Creation of decision trees based on the use,
definition of the content and its architecture
are a guarantee in the realization of App’s,
web site, cloud.

UX design.
UI design.
Product/user interface design.
Landing page / web site design.
iOS & Android programming.
Creation of cloud structures.
Android documentation development.
Market and Apple Store.
Server and app maintenance.
Digital content creation.

Branding & Comunication | 2011
We design experiences also from a communication point of view, not only from engineering and technology.
We design unique contents with the objective of developing a transmedia storytelling,
relevant at a social and business level.
We believe in creativity as a tool to transmit
in a unique way the values of a company or
product.
Through a young, dynamic and multidisciplinary team, we design contents and experiences in the new digital communication
platforms and reinforce them with offline
tools.

The goal is clear: communicate and
excite.
This objective is the nexus that will help us
to unite the product with the user.
Digital communication strategies
Storytelling.
Naming & branding creation.
Audiovisual/digital production.
Public relations.
Social media.
Content marketing.
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